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Abstra t

I

Abstra t
We present re ent theoreti al and methodologi al explorations on the dynami s of sodium
lusters in the framework of Time-Dependent Density Fun tional Theory (TDDFT), oupled
non-adiabati ally to Mole ular-Dynami s (MD). In parti ular, a hierar hi al approa h, in
the spirit of Quantum-Me hani al/Mole ular-Me hani al methods, has been developed for
the des ription of metal lusters in intera tion with a dynami ally polarizable substrate, as
rare gases or MgO. Numerous examples of appli ation of this approa h (Na lusters in or on
Ar substrate, Na lusters deposited on MgO; opti al response, dynami al deposition, laser
irradiation, . . . ) are reviewed.
We also briey dis uss omplementing resear h a tivities. Formal developments on the
Self-Intera tion Corre tion issue in DFT and TDDFT are dis ussed in a word. We have furthermore extended our TDDFT-MD theory to the ase of organi (C, N, O, H made) systems
and a few examples of investigated dynami al pro esses are presented. Re ent al ulations
of photoele tron angular distributions of free metal lusters are reported as well. We nally
sket h with some perspe tives for the years to ome.

Résumé
Nous présentons des développements théoriques et méthodologiques sur la dynamique
d'agrégats de sodium dans le adre de la théorie de la fon tionnelle de la densité dépendante du
temps (TDDFT), ouplée non adiabatiquement à de la dynamique molé ulaire (MD). En partiulier, une appro he hiérar hique, s'inspirant des méthodes Mé anique-Quantique/Mé aniqueMolé ulaire, a été élaborée an de dé rire des agrégats métalliques au onta t ave un substrat
de polarisabilité dynamique. De nombreux exemples d'appli ations de ette appro he (agrégats de Na dans ou sur un substrat d'Ar, agrégats de Na déposés sur MgO; réponse optique,
dynamique de dépt, irradiation laser, . . . ) sont passés en revue.
Nous exposons aussi brièvement quelques a tivités de re her he omplémentaires. Des
développements formels sur le problème de la orre tion de l'auto-intera tion en DFT et en
TDDFT sont rapidement dis utés. De plus, nous avons étendu notre théorie de TDDFTMD au as de systèmes organiques ( omposés de C, N, O, H) et quelques exemples d'études
de pro essus dynamiques sont présentés. De ré ents al uls de distributions angulaires de
photoéle trons sont également exposés. Enn nous donnons quelques perspe tives pour les
années à venir.
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I.3

Supervision and tea hing a tivities

I.3.1

Supervision

1) O t 2008  ... 2010 : Ph.D. thesis, S. Vidal, Méthodes hiérar hiques pour la dynamique

d'agrégats en onta t ave un environnement

2) Mar  Jun 2008 : Graduate internship (Physi s of Matter), S. Vidal, Méthodes hiérar-

hiques pour la dynamique d'agrégats en onta t ave un environnement

3) June 2008 : Undergraduate internship, S. Gar ia (É ole Normale Supérieure of Ca han)
and O. Chabiron (Fundamental Physi s, University of Toulouse 3), Simulation de l'irradiation

d'agrégats de sodium par un laser à éle trons libres

4) May  June 2004 : Master training (Fundamental Physi s), A. Bail, Modélisation numérique

d'un agrégat d'argon

I.3.2

•

•

Tea hing

In harge sin e 2007 of the ourse Tools for Statisti al Physi s, L3 Physique Fondamentale,
Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse
In harge sin e 2007 of both ourses Analyti al methods for physi ists et Computer modelling
and solutions of problems in physi s, L2 Physique, Chimie et Appli ations, option Physique,
Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

In harge from 2003 to 2007 of the ourse Analyti al methods for physi ists, L2 Physique,
Chimie et Appli ations, option Physique, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

20082009 : Computer tutorials of Numeri al re ipies, M1 Physique Fondamentale, M1
Astrophysique et M1 Atmosphère-O éans-Continents, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse
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•

Sin e 2002 : Tutorials of Non-linear physi s, M1 Physique Fondamentale, M1 astrophysique
et M1 Atmosphère-O éans-Continents, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

Sin e 2002 : Computer tutorials of Non-linear physi s, M1 Physique Fondamentale, M1
astrophysique et M1 Atmosphère-O éans-Continents, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

Sin e 2007: Course of Tools for Statisti al Physi s, L3 Physique Fondamentale, Univ. Paul
Sabatier, Toulouse

•

Sin e 2002 : Tutorials of Tools for Statisti al Physi s, L3 Physique Fondamentale, Univ.
Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

2002  2006 : Computer tutorials of Statisti al Physi s, L3 Physique Fondamentale, Univ.
Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

Sin e 2002 : Tutorials of Analyti al methods for physi ists, L2 Physique, Chimie et Appliations, option Physique, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

2002  2006 : Computer tutorials of S ienti Cal ulus, L2 Physique, Chimie et Appli ations, option Chimie, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

2002  2003 : Tutorials of Solid me hani s, DEUG SM, Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

20072008 : Tutorials of thermodynami s, L1 Chimie-Biologie-Physique-Santé, Univ. Paul
Sabatier, Toulouse

•

2003  2006 : Tutorials of General Physi s, L1 Chimie-Informatique-Mathématique-Physique,
Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse

•

1999  2002 : Tutorials of General physi s, 1st year of mede ine studies, Univ. Paris-Sud,
Orsay
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This hapter summarizes my s ienti a tivities during the last seven years. A parti ular
fo us lies on the development of a hierar hi al method to des ribe the intera tion of metal
lusters with a substrate with dynami al polarizability (see Se . II.1 and Appendix A). In
a se ond se tion, I briey present omplementary resear h a tivities, espe ially sin e 2005.
Finally I give some perspe tives in the last se tion.
The itations in arabi gures (as for instan e [16℄) orrespond to my arti les,
listed in Se . I.2.1, while those in latin alphabet and two arabi gures (as [Koh 99℄) refer to
published arti les from the bibliography at the end of the manus ript.
Nota Bene :
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II.1

Dynami s of

II.1.1 Starting s ienti

lusters in

onta t with an environment

ontext

I arrived in 2002 in Prof. E. Suraud's group, in the Laboratory for Theoreti al Physi s of
Toulouse, University Paul Sabatier (Toulouse 3) and got a permanent position as an assistant
professor in 2003. The Finite Fermioni
Prof.

Systems group

onsisted in Prof. E. Suraud and

M. Belka em, and had already at that time a ri h experien e on the dynami s of

free metal

lusters under irradiation. However Prof. M. Belka em's departure in Sep. 2005

strongly weakened the group. Nevertheless, the longstanding and a tive

ollaboration with

Prof. P.-G. Reinhard from Erlangen University (Germany) allowed our group to maintain a
high level of s ienti
The

produ tion.

ore a tivity of our group

on erns the mi ros opi

lusters and mole ules subje t to violent ele tromagneti
short and intense laser pulses or highly

harged ioni

des ription of the dynami s of

perturbations, su h as delivered by

proje tiles. From the formal point of

view, density fun tional theory (DFT) [Hoh 64, Par 89, Dre 90, Koh 99℄ has evolved over the
last de ades to a standard theoreti al tool for the des ription of ele troni
physi al and

properties in many

hemi al systems, espe ially in systems with sizeable numbers of ele trons. Its

time-dependent version (TDDFT) [Run 84, Gro 90, Mar 04℄ is a more re ent a hievement and
still motivating many investigations, both for formal and pra ti al aspe ts [Mar 06℄. TDDFT
oers a unique and versatile tool for the development of several theories in the realm of violent
dynami al s enarios in irradiated free metal
approa hes [Rei 03℄.
TDDFT,

lusters, from fully quantum to mostly

In parti ular, the treatment of the valen e ele trons of the

oupled non-adiabati ally to mole ular dynami s (MD) for the

us to explore many possible s enarios of irradiated

lassi al

luster by

luster ions, allows

lusters and mole ules, from the linear to

the highly non-linear regime. Our group has meanwhile worked out a platform of very robust
and exible homemade numeri al tools developed over the years [Cal 00℄. Only few groups in
the world

an a tually

ompete with su h a mi ros opi

des ription of non-linear pro esses.

II.1.2 Hierar hi al approa hes for the des ription of lusters in onta t with
an environment
In 2002, these methods were already well validated in the
This s ienti

ase of free metal

stru tion of dynami al hierar hi al approa hes to des ribe the
in

onta t with an environment. This topi

the last years.
dynami s of

lusters [Cal 00℄.

ontext was thus favorable for new methodologi al developments, as the
has been the

oupled response of a

on-

luster

ore of my resear h a tivities during

The physi al motivation of our investigations was the understanding of the

lusters and mole ules in

numerous physi al

onta t with a substrate, a situation whi h o

urs in

ontexts, ranging from surfa e physi s to water-embedded biologi al sys-

tems. While environments may help

ontrolling experimental

onditions, su h as for example

on surfa es, they also make the des ription of the system mu h more involved, pre isely due
to the presen e of the environment whi h may play a non-negligible role in the response of the
system to an external perturbation su h as an irradiation. Nevertheless, standard approa hes
do not take into a

ount the dynami al polarizability of the environment. We have thus been

led to develop a more sophisti ated model a

ounting for su h degrees of freedom.

We rst developed sin e 2003 a hierar hi al modeling of metal

luster in

argon substrate (surfa e or matrix) [Feh 05, Feh 06a, Feh 06b℄. While the

onta t with an
luster is treated

in TDDFT-MD as before, the environment is des ribed at a lower level of sophisti ation in
the spirit of QM/MM (Quantum Me hani s/Mole ular Me hani s) approa hes of quantum
hemistry, hen e the term hierar hi al.

The idea is to treat atoms of the environment as

lassi al parti les. However, at varian e with earlier approa hes, we

omplement the des rip-

II.2 Complementary resear h a tivities
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tion by attributing dynami al dipoles to ea h atom of the environment. These new degrees
of freedom turn out to be a key issue for the des ription of irradiation pro esses, espe ially
when harges are involved, either be ause of dealing with harged spe ies or as a result of an
irradiation pro ess. The many results obtained demonstrated a posteriori the key importan e
of this aspe t, whatever the dynami al regime under onsideration. We later extended our
hierar hi al method to other rare gases (Ne, Kr) [18℄, and to a me hani ally harder insulator,
that is MgO [Bar 07a, Bae 08℄.
The results of our hierar hi al methods applied to various s enarios (neutral or harged
luster deposition on a surfa e, Coulomb explosion of embedded lusters after irradiation by
an intense laser, photoele tron spe tros opy of deposited lusters, . . . ) represent 11 published
arti les in luding 1 review [1, 5, 7, 10, 1319℄, 1 submitted arti le [34℄ and 2 in preparation.
The review arti le [5℄ an be found in the Appendix A. For the sake of briefness, we refer the
reader to this appendix for an exhaustive report of our models and results on this topi .
II.2

Complementary resear h a tivities

Sin e 2005, we also developed new a tivities along three omplementing lines : i) Formal
developments for the orre t des ription of ionization dynami s in the framework of TDDFT;
ii) Te hni al and numeri al extension of the non-adiabati des ription of ele tron dynami s
to the ase of organi systems; iii) Elaborated study of the dynami s of free lusters under
extreme light irradiation. All three aspe ts have been su essfully worked out over the last
few years. They are briey dis ussed below and illustrated by a few typi al results.
II.2.1

Dynami al self-intera tion

orre tion

A orre t treatment of ionization pro esses in TDDFT is still raising sizeable di ulties, espe ially from the formal side. Indeed, standard DFT approa hes rely on the lo al density
approximation (LDA) whi h is plagued by the well known self-intera tion problem, that is
the self-intera tion of an ele tron with itself through the total density from whi h the ele tron
potential is built. There is thus a ru ial need to over ome this problem in order to re over
properly ionization properties, espe ially when onsidering expli it time-dependent pro esses.
A key point thus on erns a lean formulation of the self-intera tion orre tion (SIC) method
on top of the standard LDA of TDDFT, see [Mar 06,Kue 08℄ and referen es therein, for re ent
reviews on the topi . While the problem is well studied in the stati domain, time-dependent
versions of the theory have only been developed in the framework of further approximations,
espe ially within the optimized ee tive potential (OEP) strategy. The rst task was thus a
lean reformulation of time-dependent SIC (TDSIC) in whi h an expli it a ount of orthonormalization was in luded in the theory [8, 9℄. The TDSIC equations are rather involved and in
order to be able to have a proper time propagation, we have been led to introdu e two sets
of single ele tron orbitals. Su h a strategy amounts to exploit the usually left-over degree of
freedom of unitary transform amongst ele troni orbitals in time propagation, an idea whi h
had never been put forward. The result led, to the best of our knowledge, to the rst omplete
al ulation of full TDSIC, whi h is thus providing a ben hmark for the development of further
approximations.
This double set strategy also turned out to be extremely useful for the stationary limit
as it provided the basi idea for developing e ient and simple approximations of the OEP
methods built on top of SIC. This allowed to propose a new, e ient SIC-OEP s heme whi h
turns out to provide remarkably a urate results from a rather simple treatment [4, 11℄. The
double set s heme furthermore shed some light on the longstanding di ulties asso iated to
the more or less lo alized nature of ele troni orbitals. Indeed, one set provides rather lo alized
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orbitals (whi h allow to properly ensure orthonormalization), while the se ond one leads to
more delo alized orbitals typi al of bonding orbitals. An illustration of our simplied SICOEP with the double set strategy (Generalized SIC-Slater) is given in Fig. II.1 and applied
to the luster Na5 in a dynami al situation [2℄. The initial ex itation is a small boost of

Figure II.1: Total energy and dipole moments, hxi and hyi, as a fun tion of time, after an
initial small boost of groud-state ele troni distributions of Na5 . Are ompared standard
(one-set) SIC-Slater and our simplied two-set SIC-OEP, Generalized SIC-Slater [2℄.
the initial (ground state) ele troni distributions of Na5 . This simulates a very short laser
pulse and still allows to he k energy onservation in time. Time evolutions of the total
energy and the dipole moments are plotted and ompared with standard (one-set) SIC-Slater
approximation. It is well known that this approximation suers from in onsisten ies in the
time domain, as it an strongly violate energy onservation and zero for e theorem [Mun 07℄.
As it is obviously visible in Fig. II.1, the range of stability (that is, time of energy-stable
propagation) is dramati ally enhan ed by Generalized SIC-Slater, while standard SIC-Slater
diverges at very short times.
The full TDSIC and its simplied SIC-OEP version have been applied with su ess to
various physi al systems in luding metal lusters, organi mole ules and quantum dots, and
led to 6 publi ations [2,4,8,9,11,12℄, and 2 in preparation. The next step to ome is to develop
a simplied and robust version of the theory to be used in large s ale al ulations, sin e our
s hemes, even in their simplied version, are still highly time- onsuming.
II.2.2

Extension to organi

mole ules and

lusters

While we ontinued to investigate our model in the ase of luster/substrate ombinations, we
also started in 2005 to onsider its extension to the ase of organi mole ules in onta t with
polar mole ules. The des ription of water is a well explored eld and we have identied a few

II.2 Complementary resear h a tivities
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ompatible with our strategy. Still, dis ussions with several

olleagues working on

the irradiation of small organi /biomole ules led us to postpone the implementation of this
extension of our hierar hi al modeling to the benet of more detailed studies of very small
systems, whi h were more urgently interesting experimental
to provide valuable prototype

olleagues. Indeed this turns out

ases for irradiation studies even when very small.

In su h

ases, the system is fully treated at a TDLDA-MD level. SIC is still handled, however in a
simplied way (Average Density SIC, ADSIC [Leg 02℄).
ele troni

This SIC allows to properly treat

dynami s but fails at des ribing mole ular disso iation quantitatively. Su h

lations, in addition to their intrinsi
for hierar hi al approa hes to

al u-

physi al interest, will furthermore serve as ben hmarks

ome.

The extension of our TDLDA-MD method to organi

mole ules is in prin iple straightfor-

ward but requires some te hni al ne-tuning. Surprisingly enough, su h fully non-adiabati
al ulations allowing to

over any dynami al regimes had not been realized before.

Only

simplied situations in whi h either ions are kept xed (linear pro esses or very energeti
ollisions) [Yab 99, Hei 00, Var 06℄ or ele trons follow ions at Born-Oppenheimer level were
available for su h systems. The major eort to be done in our approa h

on erned the vali-

dation of pseudopotentials espe ially designed for our grid representation of ele troni
fun tions. Pseudopotentials imply a minimum length s ale asso iated to the atomi

wave

ore size

whi h, in turn, determines a minimum grid spa ing. As long as only one material is present,
any well behaved (smooth enough) pseudopotential is appli able. In the
tems (as typi al organi

su iently large) minimum length. Su h a ne-tuning was su
organi
robust

ompromises.

ommon (and

essfully done for the standard

elements (C, N, O, and H) to be used in our target mole ules. Of

implies some

ase of mixed sys-

mole ules), one has to retune pseudopotentials to a

ourse, the retuning

But these are bene ial to attain representations whi h allow

al ulations over long times and in the non-linear domain.

The new set of pseudopotentials was then used to study the dynami s of small organi
systems espe ially under laser irradiation and

ollisions with

harged or neutral proje tiles.

We studied the laser irradiation of the ethylene mole ule extensively; two arti les reporting
our ndings have been submitted [32, 33℄.

In

lose

ollaboration with Prof. M. Farizon's

experimental group at the Institute for Nu lear Physi s of Lyon (IPNL), with whi h we have
a joined

ontra t from the Fren h National Agen y for Resear h (ANR), we have also fo used

on the irradiation of simplest water mole ules

lusters. A

mole ule water with a proton at low velo ity or a neutral
been published re ently [6℄.
here

ru ial as it allows to

The full non-adiabati

ommon arti le on

ollision of a

arbon atom at high velo ity has

oupling between ele trons and ions is

over any dynami al regime in the eld, namely

harged or neutral

proje tiles at low or high velo ity, a possibility whi h, to the best of our knowledge, is a
premiere in the eld [Gai 07, Koh 08℄.
Further results on irradiation of small

harged water

luster are

urrently available and

are being prepared for 2 publi ations. As an illustration, we present in Fig. II.2 the dynami s

+ irradiated by lasers with intensity

of (H2 O)H3 O

I = 2 − 7 × 1014

2

W/ m , full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of 20 fs, and three dierent frequen ies (far IR, opti al, XUV). In the
opti al domain, the ele troni

dipole ni ely follows the laser pulse, and ele troni

ex itation

ends as soon as the laser is swit hed o. This pattern is very similar to what is observed in
metal

lusters when irradiated by an opti al laser with frequen y o the plasmon resonan e.

As expe ted, no ele troni

emission is observed, sin e water is an ele troni

gap of about 10 eV. Only a slight

insulator with a

luster rotation is indu ed. Similar behaviors are observed

with UV frequen ies (not shown). For XUV frequen ies, whi h lie in the opti al absorption

+ , signi ant ionization o

regime of (H2 O)H3 O

provokes a Coulomb explosion of the
very dierent from the previous

urs (∼

1

ele tron) and the

harge instability

luster. Note also the unusual dipole response pattern,

ase. Highly non-linear dynami s obviously takes pla e as
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Figure II.2: Irradiation of (H2 O)H3 O+ by lasers with polarization along x axis, FWHM of
20 fs, intensities of about I0 = 1014 W/ m2 , and three frequen ies as indi ated. The number
of es aped ele trons
dipole moment in

Nesc

x dire

is also reported for ea h

tion (left olumn), and ioni

ase. As a fun tion of time : Ele troni

x

oordinates (right olumn). The dark

(blue) lines orrespond to the ioni positions of H3 O+ , while the light (green) ones show that
of H2 O. The thi k

urves stand for the position of the oxygen atoms.
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soon as ele trons are emitted. In the far IR domain instead, the water luster is stable but ioni
vibrations show up after 30 fs, while still no ele troni emission is observed. This frequen y
s an thus ni ely presents the various dynami al ouplings between a laser and a water luster.
A systemati study on larger water lusters is in progress. The ase of irradiation by a harged
proje tile is also urrently investigated.
II.2.3

Detailed analysis of the dynami s of free irradiated

lusters

In parallel to these (sometimes heavy) theoreti al developments, we have ontinued to analyze
some detailed aspe ts of oupled ele tron and ion dynami s in free irradiated metal lusters,
motivated by new hallenging experimental developments. Indeed, the new developments in
laser te hnology allow growing availability of light under extreme onditions : Attose ond
pulses, and high photon frequen ies delivered by free ele tron lasers (FEL). Moreover new
experimental detailed data on properties of distributions of emitted ele trons (high-order
harmoni generations, angular-resolved photoele tron spe tra, time-resolved photoele tron
spe tra) all us for pursuing our studies on free irradiated lusters [Sur 05,Rei 05,Nes 06,20,21℄.
In parti ular, non-linear intera tions between an intense laser eld and a dense luster
matter onstitute a topi of high urrent interest in whi h many investigations have been
arried over the past years (for a re ent review, see e.g. [3℄). For instan e, these intera tions
an produ e an enhan ed high-order harmoni generation (HHG), ompared with the ase
of irradiation of atomi jets. HHG have been observed in a few experiments on rare gas
lusters [Don 96,Tis 97,Vel 01,Pai 06℄. It has also been observed in organi mole ules [Lev 01,
Ita 04℄. However the theoreti al exploration of a su h a phenomenon for multiele tron systems
is still a developing domain, sin e omputations in full time-dependent S hrödinger equation
are very time- onsuming. Thus TDLDA-MD appears as a powerful tool to elu idate this issue
in large systems.
As an example, we simulated mole ular HHG (MHHG) obtained after irradiation of an
ethylene mole ule by a one- olor laser (frequen y of ω1 = 2.72 eV, intensity of I1 = 1014
W/ m2 , ramp prole with whole duration of 30 fs, polarization along C-C double bond dire tion) and a two- olor laser (same ω1 and I1 for the rst olor, but ω2 = 2ω1 and I2 = I1 /4 for
the se ond olor, and no relative phase; same time prole and polarization) [33℄. The MHHG
spe trum of C2 H4 , obtained after intera tion with the one- olor laser, is more or less similar
to that of an atom. At varian e, after the two-frequen y laser irradiation, the MHHG pattern
strongly diers. To get a deeper insight of these dis repan ies, we performed a Gabor trans-

Figure II.3: Time prole of the 5th harmoni obtained by Gabor transform of the dipole
moment of C2 H4 along the laser polarization dire tion (same as the C-C double bond one),
after irradiation by a one- olor laser (ω1 = 2.72 eV, I1 = 1014 W/ m2 , solid line), and a
two- olor laser (same ω1 and I1 , and ω2 = 2ω1 , I2 = I1 /4, dots). From [33℄.
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form of the dipole moment D(t). The latter is dominated by the response along the laser
polarization, denoted in the following as Dpol . The Gabor transform onsists in a Fourier
transform where the fun tion to transform is multiplied by aRGaussian, viewed as a time
2
2
window. More pre isely, we ompute the fun tion DG (ν, τ ) = dt Dpol (t) e2πiνt e−(t−τ ) /2σ ,
where σ is hosen as one-tenth of the laser opti al period. This time-frequen y analysis thus
provides time proles of the dierent harmoni s ν . As an illustration, we plot DG (5, τ ) in
Fig. II.3. The 5th harmoni , in the one- olor ase, smoothly evolves in time, indi ating a
multiphoton me hanism. When the two- olor laser is used instead, the yield is higher and
exhibits ni e os illations in phase with the laser opti al y les. One an explain this behavior
by re ollisions of the ele troni wave pa ket with the ioni ores.
The detailed study of photoele tron angular distributions (PAD) an also shed some light
on the dynami s of photoemission, in parti ular regarding the symmetry of the ele troni
wave fun tions and the degree of thermalization. A few highly detailed experimental results
start to be available in the opti al domain [Kos 07,Bar 09℄. An example of su h an analysis on
Na−
58 is presented in Fig. II.4. Comparison with our al ulations is drawn and fair agreement

Figure II.4: Experimental photoele tron angular distributions (PAD) of Na−
58 after irradiation
10
2
by a laser of intensity less than 10 W/ m , and a frequen y of 4.02 eV (bottom) or 2.48 eV
(middle) [Kos 07℄. Experimental results are ompared with a theoreti al PAD (top) obtained
with a laser frequen y of ω = 2.48 eV. The verti al lines in the lower panel indi ate the stati
single-parti le energies, with an additional ontribution from ω (unpublished).
is found between theory and experiment. A omplete investigation will be reported in a paper
in preparation.
It is also interesting to explore PAD for the ase of irradiated deposited lusters. Su h
al ulations are underway in the ase of simple metal lusters deposited on either an Ar or a
MgO surfa e (in preparation).
Intera tion of lusters with lasers in the FEL frequen y domain nally onstitute hallenging and ex iting issues, sin e ionization me hanisms strongly dier from that in the opti al
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domain. We have thus started to ompute the response of (organi and metal) lusters and
mole ules to very high laser frequen ies, fo using on the detailed analysis of the properties of
emitted ele trons, and PAD in parti ular.

II.3 S ienti proje t
As exemplied in Se s. II.1 and II.2, the elaborated TDDFT-MD odes developed in our
group over the years oer a unique numeri al tool to explore many non-linear s enarios in
lusters and mole ules under extreme onditions, pro esses that are usually not a essible by
other te hniques. They also onstitute a great opportunity to test in truly realisti situations
the appli ability of formal developments from a numeri al standpoint. We also have longstanding onta ts with experimental groups working in related elds, for instan e in Rosto k
(Germany) and Lyon (Fran e). This provides promising opportunities for the appli ations of
the developed formalisms. Following these onsiderations, we have identied several omplementary axes of work. Three of them rely on the hierar hi al methods developed during the
last years. The fourth one fo uses on free luster dynami s irradiated by extreme light. The
last topi on erns numeri al and formal developments of our odes. We shortly present all
of them in the following se tions.
II.3.1

Metal lusters adsorbed at defe ts on MgO(001)

Whereas the dynami s of Na atom/ lusters in onta t with a rare gas environment (deposited
or embedded) has been extensively explored [5, 7, 10, 1319℄, the ase of MgO(001) still oers
many interesting dynami al s enarios to explore. Indeed, metal oxides are of great te hnologial importan e in surfa e s ien e and engineering, espe ially for their appli ations in atalysis
pro esses, prote tive oatings, and mi roele troni s [Hei 94, Woo 01℄. It has been moreover
demonstrated experimentally that defe ts at the MgO surfa e an a t as strong nu leation
and diusion sites [Als 88, Meu 94, Haa 00℄. This has also been investigated theoreti ally but
only in stati al ulations [Yan 02, Vit 05, Inn 06, Hon 07, Bar 07b℄. Within our hierar hial model, we an easily explore dynami al deposition/diusion of Na lusters on neutral or
harged oxygen va an ies, and fully appre iate the ee t of the dynami al polarizabitility of
the oxygen atoms in these pro esses.
II.3.2

Helium surrounding

Chemi al physi s of ultra- old atoms and mole ules represents nowadays a growing eld for
the exploration of a large variety of phenomena, e.g., formation of metastable mole ular
omplexes or hemi al rea tions under extremely well-dened onditions (temperature, orientation, distributions of populated states). Superuid helium nanodroplet beams now provide
a powerful tool for hemi al and physi al investigations at very low temperatures for a wide
range of embedded mole ules and lusters.
In the ANR ontra t MIRRAMO, joined with Prof. Farizon's experimental group in Lyon,
we aim at elu idating at the mi ros opi level the damage on water- oated biomole ules
when intera ting with a high-energy proje tile. The next step in this experiment is to use
embedding in rare-gas (helium or argon) droplets to ontrol the external onditions under
whi h irradiation takes pla e. From the theoreti al point of view, the simplest assumption is
that the rare gas mostly provides a low temperature heat ( old) bath. But a high pre ision
des ription has also to a ount for the side-ee ts due to the embedment. This thus alls for
an extension of our hierar hi al model to the ase of a helium environment. We have then
identied two omplementing dire tions, relying on the energy s ale involved there.
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Ele troni spe tros opy in helium droplets

We have already performed detailed studies of low energy observables (stru tures, opti al response) for simple metal lusters in onta t
with rare gas environments (Ar, Kr, Ne) and found that, in spite of their inert hara ter, rare
gases do ontribute [17℄. However there is only a weak inuen e on the opti al response
of the embedded luster and on ele troni transport, in agreement with experimental ndings [Die 02℄.
Still many experimental and theoreti al works exist for ele troni spe tros opy of doped
helium droplets (see [Sti 01, Sti 06℄ for re ent experimental reviews). For instan e, ex ited
states of benzene [Log 07℄ or Ag atoms [Evg 08℄ embedded in helium droplets have been
explored experimentally, and measurements of metastable states have been reported. In the
same spirit, it has been observed very re ently by means of pump-probe te hniques that the
intera tion of Mg with He an lead to metastable Mg omplexes, with a delayed ollapse
when irradiated by a laser [Prz 08℄. These ndings have been onrmed theoreti ally by DFT
al ulations [Her 08℄.
Hen e, regarding the numerous works using helium surrounding for the study of ele troni
properties, the alibration of the potentials between Na and He in our hierar hi al method
will denitely add versatility to our model. The basis of modeling will remain the same as
before, that is the des ription of helium by lassi al atoms dressed with ( lassi al) dynami al
polarizabilities. There exist, in addition, re ent detailed experimental measurements on Nadoped helium droplets [Log 08℄, whi h will allow the ne-tuning of the parameters of our
model.

High energy ex itations in helium droplets

At the other limit, we aim at des ribing the
mi ros opi me hanisms involved in the irradiation of mole ules embedded in helium droplets
in the non-linear regime, more losely to Prof. Farizon's experiment. The strategy here is
to des ribe the intera tion of an organi system with a He environment, and thereafter the
time evolution after ollision with an energeti proton. New developments and alibration
in detail will be needed here and will probably ask for more eort, sin e one has to dene
model potentials for the various ombinations of C, N, O, H and rare gases. We will rely on
ben hmark omputations from the literature, espe ially from ab-initio quantum hemistry, if
available. We also have the apability to perform our own ab-initio al ulations and will do
that if ne essary. Final re-tuning of model parameters allows in the end of the pro ess to t
available experimental results on su h mixed systems.

II.3.3 Chromophore ee ts in irradiated water lusters
When, in 2005, we aimed at extending our hierar hi al method of sodium lusters in onta t
with an insulator substrate to the ase of organi systems in onta t with a polar environment,
we started in the same spirit a few studies of Na and Na2 embedded in water lusters. Indeed
some experimental and theoreti al investigations are available (see e.g. [S h 03,Bao 07,Cwi 08,
Kry 09℄). Note that, at varian e with the exothermi rea tion between alkali metals and water,
single Na atoms do not rea t with H2 O mole ules or lusters.
However, as mentioned in Se . II.2.2, we postponed the alibration of su h a theory and
preferred to des ribe the water mole ules at the same level of renement as the embedded
mole ule. Indeed in Prof. Farizon's experiments, the number of oating water mole ules will
be pre isely ontrolled (from 2 to about 30). Hen e water will not a t as a ma ros opi
environment but rather as a nite system in onta t with the biomole ule under study.
The exploration of a Na atom embedded in a water luster re ently gained a high interest
from our point of view. Indeed, Prof. L. San he's group in Sherbrooke (Canada) has, sin e
the eighties, a longstanding expertise on the damage on biomole ules aused by low-energy
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ele trons (LEE). The latter are primary produ ed by an irradiation, as the intera tion with fast
proje tiles during radiotherapy [San 05℄. The understanding and the ontrol of the hemistry
indu ed by LEE produ ed in biologi al ells is thus of utmost importan e. Very re ently,
L. San he et al. reported that in the presen e of gold nanoparti les, the amount of LEE
reated by a high energy radiation near DNA onsiderably in reases and thus auses mu h
more damage [San 09℄. What is observed here is a hromophore ee t of the gold luster.
Indeed the gold luster, onstituting an ele tron reservoir, an easily ouple with an external
ele tromagneti eld, and thus an be highly ionized.
The theoreti al des ription of su h a phenomenon is not possible nowadays for su h a
large system (gold luster-DNA omplex), sin e ele troni emission is involved and thus alls
for a detailed des ription of the ionization. However, within TDDFT-MD, we an explore the
underlying me hanisms by investigating the irradiation by an opti al laser of a simpler atom
embedded in a water luster. The idea here is to gently deposit a small amount of energy
in an organi system, by means of a ( heap) opti al laser, via the preferrential oupling of
a metal atom with the laser eld. LEE an hopefully be emitted from the metal atom, and
provoke a fragmentation of the water luster, in line with the disso iative ele tron atta hment
observed by San he et al.. Work in that dire tion is under way.

II.3.4

Irradiation of

lusters by laser light under extreme

onditions

High-intensity X-ray/XUV Free Ele tron Lasers (FEL) are now available and will allow new,
possibly time-resolved (TR), spe tros opies for imaging the ele troni motion on its natural
time-s ale and at the length-s ale of a mole ule. Furthermore, the availability of attose ond
pulses will even redu e the time s ale at whi h dynami s will be resolved. While there was
for years no urgent need for theoreti al studies in that regime, the re ent new experiments in
these elds open ex iting areas in luster and mole ular physi s. However, a urate theoreti al
des riptions are still missing. Indeed, intense elds as provided by these lasers inevitably ex ite
omplex dynami s. The su ess of imaging te hniques depends on our understanding of these
largely unknown dynami s, reating demand for the theory of omplex polyatomi systems in
non-perturbative and ultrashort external elds.
Some onta t with Dr. F. Lépine's experimental group at the LASIM in Lyon (Fran e)
have been established this year and s ienti ollaborations are expe ted to ome. This group
aims at developing an experiment on C60 ombining attose ond pulses and modern imaging
dete tion te hniques, to investigate ultrafast multi-ele tron dynami s in omplex isolated
systems. From the experimental standpoint, C60 is a wel ome test ase sin e it an be easily
produ ed with no need for mass sele tion. At the side of theory, it appears as a good andidate
for theoreti al investigations be ause of its high symmetry, still keeping the omplexity of a
large multiele tron system. Up to now, no experiment has explored extreme light ex itations
in the highly non-linear dynami al regime in C60 , and furthermore on a sub-fs times ale.
Produ tion of experimental time-resolved photoele tron spe tra of C60 is extremely promising for us. Our previously developed theoreti al and numeri al tools are ideally suited to ta kle
the opening issues of the dynami s of lusters and mole ules in extreme light. The simulation
of the dynami s of irradiated C60 is a tually essentially a matter of omputing time. One
of our goals here will be to establish time-resolved photoele tron spe tra and angular distributions of ele trons emitted after the intera tion of C60 (or another luster/mole ule) with
an extremely short-pulse and/or a high-frequen y laser. This will allow us to explore the
me hanism of light absorption and ele troni emission in su h new pro esses.
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II.3.5

Development of softwares

Our platform of TDDFT-MD odes allow us to explore in prin iple many dierent types of
dynami al situations whi h are sket hed in Fig. II.5. However, our numeri al tools has been
free Nan

free CNOH

lusters

(H2 O)n
(H2 O)n H3 O+

linear

Ne,Ar,Kr

MgO

Stru ture optimization
Opti al response
Photoele tron spe tra
Photoele tron angular distributions

Collision with

Collision with

harged proje tile

neutral proje tile

at high velo ities

at low velo ities

non-linear

Cluster deposition
on insulator surfa e

Coulomb explosion
after laser irradiation

Collision with neutral proje tile at high velo ities
harged proje tile at low velo ities

Figure II.5: Top : Various luster/environment ombinations that an be studied by our
TDDFT-MD odes. The thi k arrows indi ated the ases des ribed within our hierar hi al
method. Bottom : Dynami al pro esses that an be simulated with our TDDFT-MD odes,
from stati s and the linear regime downto the highly non-linear domain.
developed over the years in the groups of Profs. Reinhard and Suraud, with lear purposes on
simulations of physi al pro esses, and not on with ultimate numeri al optimization as a rst
task. This makes them hard to handle for users from outside. It is time for a lean-up of the
ode and possibly some further optimization, parti ularly with respe t to parallel exe ution.
Regarding the numerous possible al ulations that our odes an oer, and the potential
audien e that may be interested to use them, we aim at improving the interfa e and the
optimization of our odes, so that we an propose them as open sour es, similarly to what
have been a hieved with the O topus ode. To that end, we will start during this fall a lose
ollaboration on this topi with Prof. Reinhard, Prof. F. Calvayra from the University of
Maine (Le Mans, Fran e), who a tually developed the three-dimension version of our TDDFTMD ode during his Ph.D. thesis with Prof. Suraud at the end of the nineties [Cal 00℄, and
Prof. S. Contassot-Vivier from the University Poin aré (Nan y, Fran e), who is a professor
in omputer s ien e. This will also probably ease the test and the implementation of formal
developments in TDDFT, as TDSIC or SIC-TDOEP. Indeed, although formal problems have
been laried in the SIC issue, the te hniques developed up to now (see Se . II.2.1) are very
ostly numeri ally and almost prevent any pra ti al use of su h a orre tion in realisti ases.
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However, the implementation of more sophisti ated TDSIC than ADSIC, as it is urrently
used in almost all presented results, will allow to upgrade the treatment from qualitative to
quantitative des ription of disso iation of systems, espe ially organi ones.
By ombining our various expertises, we are quite ondent that we will be able to oer
versatile TDDFT-MD softwares with a ompetitive omputing speed in the years to ome.
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Appendix A
Review arti le: P. M. Dinh et al.,
Phys. Rep. (2009) in press
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Review arti le: P. M. Dinh et al., Phys. Rep. (2009) in press
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